ASA Style for Your Research Paper’s Reference List


BASIC GUIDELINES FOR THE REFERENCE LIST
(see American Sociological Association Style Guide section 4.3.2 for details)

▪ heading for the reference list: References
▪ double-space between each line and between each reference
▪ hanging indent of 5 spaces

JOURNAL, MAGAZINE, AND NEWSPAPER ARTICLES

ARTICLES USED IN A PRINTED FORM

One Author

Two Authors

Multiple Authors

No Author

Magazine Article

Newspaper Article with Author

Newspaper Article without an Author

ARTICLES RETRIEVED ONLINE — same as above, but add “retrieved” source and date in parentheses


BOOKS, BOOK CHAPTERS, DOCUMENTS, & MISCELLANEOUS

One Author

Multiple Authors

Edited Volumes

Volumes of Books

Chapters in Books
Articles in an Encyclopedia or other Reference Book

Encyclopedia Britannica. 18th ed. s.w. “Greece: History.” [Note: s.w. means sub verbo = “under the word”]

Government Documents


General Accounting Office.

Dissertations

Elliott, Nanette S. 1956. “Language and the New Curriculum.” PhD dissertation, Department of Sociology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI.

Conference Papers


ONLINE SOURCES (BOOKS, DOCUMENTS, WEB PAGES, ETC.)

▪ see above for citing journal, magazine, and newspaper articles originally in print but retrieved online ▪

Online Edition of a Book


Web Pages


Online Documents


Article Retrieved through a Website


Blog Entry

YouTube Video
